
Through the BES Fellowship, individuals deeply
committed to transforming education embark on a
multi-year process to design, found, and lead an
anti-racist, locally responsive, and high-quality
public school.

Through the BES Fellowship: Growth Track, we
continue the work of transforming education by
supporting growing schools that are adding
campuses and/or grades or growing into new
regions.

Residencies

Planning

150-300+* training hours (varies depending on inclusion of
planning year) on school culture, instructional leadership,
business acumen, community engagement, governance,
diversity, equity, inclusion, and more. In addition to training
for the BES Fellow, the flagship school leader receives
coaching that positions them to move into a network
leader role.
*Varies based on the scope of the Fellowship

A minimum of two month-long residencies in high-
performing schools across the country, and additional
opportunities as needed, dependent on Fellow growth and
school needs.

With support from BES and in partnership with the school
leader, Fellows will engage in writing a school design plan,
building a board/advisory committee, hiring a founding
team, recruiting students and families, andmore.

THE BES 
FELLOWSHIP: 
Growth Track

Training

Criteria
Participating schools must have a demonstrated track
record of student achievement and growth; alignment with
BES beliefs around strong, equitable schools; and must be
addressing a stated demand for additional grades/seats in
the community.

“BES allowedme the opportunity to see behind the curtain
of what it takes to create a truly excellent school. My coach
and I worked to merge my vision of excellence with that of
Compass Rose to create a roadmap of what it would take
to bring that vision to life onmy own campus.”

Mera Dougherty, 2019 BES Growth Track Fellow
Head of Schools, Compass Rose Austin, TX



Fellows begin Follow On Support in which they partner
with a BES coach through their first two operational years to
ensure the school starts and stays strong.

Leaders become strong project managers, hire their
founding team, recruit their founding students, move from
lead founder to school leader, and crystallize their vision for
the school. Leaders receive further coaching and training on
anti-racist school leadership, which we believe is essential
to enacting the kind of transformational change that
students deserve.

Follow On Support for BES Fellows

Year One of  Operation
Leaders actualize their vision for an anti-racist, equitable
school when they welcome their inaugural class of
students, become strong teacher-coaches, use data to
intentionally move academic results and address
achievement and opportunity gaps, and manage and
cultivate diverse talent.

Leaders champion and uphold their vision as the school size
doubles. Leaders primarily work on sharpening the
academic focus, attracting and managing talent in a
competitive market, developing a strong leadership bench,
and sustaining a culturally relevant and anti-racist
environment.

Fall/
Winter*

BES conducts a comprehensive school
audit to assess organizational health and
readiness for replication. BES works with
the school leader to determine vision for
the new school and align on an ideal
profile for the sustaining leader based on
findings of the audit and the needs of the
community.

Winter/
Spring*

If needed, BES talent and recruitment
conducts a national search for a Fellow
and involves the school leader in pieces
of the selection process.

Growth Track Timeline

Summer*
BES works with the school leader and
identified Fellow to determine a scope
and sequence for the Fellowship year.

Fellowship 
& Beyond

The identified Fellow participates in the
Fellowship and receives continued
Follow On Support once the school is
operational.

*May vary depending on partnership timeline.

Year Two of  Operation

email info@bes.org web bes.org phone 617.227.4545


